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ABSTRACT

As the only Laboratory in Malaysia under the IAEA Analytical Laboratories
for the Measurement of Environmental Radioactivity (ALMERA) Network,
the Radiochemistry and Environmental Laboratory (RAS), Malaysian
Nuclear Agency participates in the proficiency test programmes organised
by ALMERA to achieve mutual acceptance of analytical data. The ALMERA
has been providing quality support of proficiency tests using sets of
different samples matrices and radionuclide levels typically encountered in
environmental and food monitoring laboratories. The involvement of RAS
laboratory in the IAEA proficiency tests gives opportunity to improve the
laboratory’s capability and personel skills in the field of radioactivity
testing.
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Fig 1: The evaluation of PT results
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To evaluate RAS performance and capability in the analysis of various
radionuclide with different sample matrices
To identify gaps and problem areas where further development is needed

A result must pass accuracy and
precision test to be awarded the
status ‘Accepted’, otherwise it lies
on the status ‘Warning’ or ‘Not
Accepted’ (Fig 1).
PT results showed in graphical
summary allowing an overview of
the performance according to
radionuclide
and
counting
facilities (Fig 2).
Matrix analysis used as a tool to
indicate the significant laboratory
gaps for certain analytes (Fig 3).
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Fig 3: Matrix Analysis
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Table 1: PTs and interlaboratory comparisons involved by RAS laboratory
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RAS Laboratory is one of the 156 laboratories representing 85 countries
around the world in the ALMERA Network. As the only Malaysian laboratory
in the network, RAS regularly receives samples in different matrices from
IAEA for proficiency test programme (Table 1). Samples received include
water, soil, sediment, seaweed, grass, spinach, rice, flour, hay, aerosol, filter,
and phosphogypsum, and for measurement of different radionuclides. Test
results must be submitted to IAEA within the given time frames and the
laboratory performance are reported in IAEA Analytical Quality in Nuclear
Applications Series. The performances of our laboratory in past PTs are
presented to indicate our competency and the success of QA practiced in
RAS radioanalytical testing.
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CONCLUSION

Proficiency test results allow an assessment of the analytical difficulties
encountered by RAS laboratory. Further efforts should be invested in the
development of analytical techniques and method validation to improve
analytical performance of RAS laboratory even though the performance of the
instruments in the laboratory always controlled using the QA material.
Continuous improvement is needed in conducting the analytical test to
produce high quality analytical results.
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